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Bay Of Islands, Northland. Photo by Alistair Guthrie.

Ko te rere a kea ki uta, ko te whakataki
mai a toroa ki tai, a, he kōtuku ki te raki,
he kākāpō ki te whenua
The voice of the kea is heard inland and
the voice of the albatross is heard at sea,
a kōtuku in the sky, a kākāpō on the ground.
Everything has its rightful place.

Opportunity
The predator free movement
sweeping New Zealand
is borne by a sense of
urgency to prevent further
loss of the taonga species
that are uniquely ours.

STATEMENT OF RESPONSIBILITY
This Statement of Performance Expectations (SPE)
is submitted by the Board of Predator Free 2050
Limited, pursuant to the Crown Entities Act 2004.
This SPE sets out the forecast performance of
Predator Free 2050 Limited for the period from 1
July 2022 to 30 June 2023. This SPE is submitted
in the knowledge that several reviews are currently
underway, and the outcomes of those reviews may
impact on Predator Free 2050 Limited. This may
then result in amendments to this SPE, pursuant
to section 149K of the Crown Entities Act 2004.
Predator Free 2050 Limited’s prospective financial
statements have been prepared in accordance with
New Zealand Generally Accepted Accounting Practice
(GAAP) and its audited accounts will comply with
the applicable financial reporting standards. The
financial statements have been prepared consistent
with Public Benefit Entity Tier 2 requirements,
on the basis that the Company has not met the
expenditure threshold that requires the Company
to report consistent with Tier 1 requirements.
The Board of Predator Free 2050 Limited is
responsible for the prospective financial statements
contained in this document, including the
appropriateness of the underlying assumptions.
On behalf of the Predator Free 2050 Limited Board

David MacLeod,
Chair

Estelle Leask,
Director

30 June 2022

30 June 2022
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INTRODUCTION

PURPOSE

Each year, Predator Free 2050 Limited (the
Company) is required to publish a SPE that
outlines its planned activity, performance
targets and forecast financial information
for the relevant financial year. The SPE sits
alongside its Statement of Intent 2022-2026
(SOI) and describes how this year’s work
will contribute to achieving the strategic
direction set out in the SOI. This SPE covers
the 2022/23 financial year (1 July 2022 to
30 June 2023) and comprises two parts:

The Company was created in 2016 to
make a significant contribution to the New
Zealand government’s goal of eradicating
possums, stoats, and rats by 2050.

Part One: Non-financial planning and
performance – describes the Company’s work for
the year ahead through its Outcomes Framework.
Part Two: Forecast Financial Statements –
provides our financial statements for the
2022/23 year and the notes to those statements.
In this SPE, we describe the links between
our strategy and activities, as well as the
performance measures and targets we intend to
achieve through the exercise of our functions
over the coming year. In developing this SPE, we
have engaged with the Minister of Conservation
and the Department of Conservation.

It is constituted as a Crown-owned
Company under Schedule 4A of the
Public Finance Act 1989. It is registered
under the Charities Act 2005.
We facilitate partnerships and co-funding
arrangements that enable large landscape
predator eradication operations and drives the
breakthrough science needed to underpin them.
Recognising the national leadership role that
we can play in predator eradication and control,
we were allocated $76M in funding over four
years through Budget 2020, representing a
significant investment towards a predator free
future. We currently receive funding through
Vote Conservation, the Provincial Growth
Fund and the Jobs for Nature programme.
Monitoring is provided through the Department
of Conservation. As part of this monitoring
function, a review of the Company was
recently undertaken to understand whether
the Company and its structure are meeting
the purpose anticipated and agreed by
Cabinet in 2016. The outcomes of the
review may require changes to this SPE.

Ka tangi te titi, ka tangi te kākā, ka tangi
hoki ahau, tihei mauri ora
The titi is calling, the kākā is calling, and I
wish to call, behold for there is life

PART ONE: NON-FINANCIAL
PLANNING AND PERFORMANCE

PREDATOR FREE 2050 LIMITED
OPERATING MODEL
We operate a model where we identify,
foster, assess and co-fund landscape scale
predator eradication and control projects,
and products, to be delivered through hapū/
iwi, regional council, business, philanthropic
and community-led partnerships. Co-funding
flows through to these organisations, with
the Company setting clear expectations
around anticipated progress and delivery,
and ongoing monitoring of performance. 1
Significant time investment has been made
upfront to develop key sector partnerships,
which are critical to be able to deliver Ministerial
expectations. However, it must be noted that this
private-public model is dependent on the ability
of external stakeholders to participate and deliver
against agreed outcomes and is therefore subject
to a certain degree of variation in delivery, and
that predator eradication is still an emerging
discipline and practices are rapidly evolving.
To ensure the best chance of success, we
provide landscape projects with end-to-end
support over the four stages of concept,
initiation, implementation, and completion.
Using a partnership approach, this project
support model is designed to align reporting,
enable projects to share learning, provide
opportunities for training and development
and to enable sector wide discussions on
matters critical to delivering its vision.
We also lead on strategy, partnership building
and investment in breakthrough science,
and development of new products and tools
for eradication (‘Products to Projects’).

ESTABLISHMENT AND GROWTH
2022/23 will be our sixth year
of operational activity.
At our establishment, the expectation of
shareholding Ministers was that we would
invest around $4M per year in large landscape
projects, with co-investment of $2 for every
$1 of Company investment, and $1M per year
in breakthrough science-focused research.
Since its inception in 2016, when Cabinet
approved an allocation of $23.3M to the newly
formed Company for the period 2016–20,
with out-year funding to 2024 of $5.914M per
year, we have grown rapidly through further
Crown investment. This includes additional
funding awarded through the Jobs for Nature
programme and the Provincial Growth Fund.
In the financial year commencing 1 July 2022
we expect to have revenues of $34.1M,
enabling us to continue to provide financial
support to up to 20 large landscape projects
and investment in a portfolio of research,
product development and capability building.
By 30 June 2023 we expect to see around
823,000 hectares of supported landscape
projects under predator eradication and
suppression management, progression of
our new Research Strategy, and new tool
delivery through Products to Projects.

Co-funding requirements are currently being reviewed. It is
possible that this review may result in amended SPE measures.

1.
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HOW PREDATOR FREE 2050
LIMITED IS FUNDED

OPERATING CONTEXT AND
ACHIEVEMENTS

The Company receives funding from
the Crown each financial year through
appropriations of public money.

This SPE is informed by our Constitution,
Statement of Intent for the period 2022–26,
Letters of Expectation and other related
correspondence received from the Minister
of Conservation, the specific requirements
of received funds, and consultation with
the Department of Conservation.

We are funded by the Crown from the
Vote Conservation, Provincial Growth
Fund and Jobs for Nature appropriations
in the following amounts:
Summary of
Appropriation
Vote Conservation:
Non-Departmental
Output Expenses
Provincial Growth
Fund
Jobs for Nature

2022/23

2023/24

2024/25

$6.41M

$5.91M

$5.91M

$4M

$0.77M

$1.3M

$23.67M

$24.57M

-

2025/26

$5.91M

-

-

Note: Actual drawdowns vary from year to year reflecting the timing
of actual investment for projects.

OPERATING CONTEXT
Our original investment of $24.3M into
seven2 large landscape projects was expected
to leverage co-investment and operational
commitments of $67.32M, a ratio of 2.77:1,
with 47% of project funding from territorial
authorities.3 Due to an expanded funding
portfolio over time, we have been able to fund a
total of 20 large landscape projects, representing
commitments of $73.7M, with a ratio of 2.02:1.4
All projects meet the criteria of strong emphasis
on Māori collaboration and partnerships,
and our engagement and collaboration with
iwi is outlined later in this document.

ACHIEVEMENTS
Our second Research Strategy was published
in 2021 to guide investment into the next
phase (2020 to 2024) of breakthrough science
focused research, with particular emphasis on
advances to enable back country landscape
scale mustelid and rat eradication. These
outcomes are identified as those for which
research breakthroughs are most needed.

The six projects counted in 21/22 are now counted as seven projects because Capital Kiwi and Predator Free Wellington are separate and
distinct projects although they were funded in one funding agreement. The agreement is currently being separated into two funding agreements
for each project.
3.
Our total investment is $24.30M, leveraging forecast co-investment commitments of $67.32M, a ratio of 2.77:1. Because co-investments
are forecast, the ratio may go up or down. Territorial authority contribution amounts to 47%. The co-funding ratio has been calculated over the
life of each of the seven large landscape projects, and across the portfolio rather than at an individual project level and includes all co-funding
from financial contributions and in-kind contributions except any Public Service entities, as defined on the Public Service Commission website.
4.
Funding for the D’Urville project has been paused by the Board until access to all land is secure.
2.

In 2019, we received a commitment of $19.5M
from the Provincial Growth Fund to facilitate
new co-funded large landscape projects in
provincial surge regions (for five-year terms)
and accelerate investment in new eradication
products (for delivery within three years).
Fifteen ‘Products to Projects’ tools are under
development through funding of $6.5M.
Budget 2020 allocated an additional $76M over
four years to funded landscape projects. By 31
October 2021, new landscape projects had been
launched for Banks Peninsula, Bay of Islands,
Kaipara, Te Urerewa, South Westland, Southland,
Farewell Spit, Kawau and Aotea Great Barrier.
Through Jobs for Nature funding in the
2022/23 year, we are supporting 14 landscape
projects, (9 new projects in 2021/22, and
5 extensions or accelerations of existing
projects (Waiheke, Taranaki, Wellington,
Capital Kiwi and Dunedin), in addition to
product development, research and capability
investments. We are investigating a potential
15th project, evaluating the new knowledge
the project will provide to inform the national
rollout strategy, alignment to government
priorities and requirements for investment.
Our Board has ring-fenced funding for this
15th project through Jobs for Nature funding,5
and the investigation outcome will inform
decisions regarding the ring-fenced amount.

The Jobs for Nature programme is forecast to
generate 139 jobs in FY22/23. This includes
120 jobs in landscape projects, 7 jobs in
product development projects and 12 jobs in
science projects6 using the Jobs for Nature
FTE calculation. Over the four-year term of
the projects, to June 2024, at least 500 FTE
jobs are anticipated along with co-funding of
at least 1.5:1 for the landscape projects.7
We currently employ 13 staff to support our
fund management, project and science support,
coordination, and leadership functions.
We have developed an assurance framework
to strengthen the accuracy and completeness
of our data and will be implementing this
in the new financial year. This framework
will complement our partnership-based
landscape project support model.
We will continue to focus on building and
strengthening our relationships to support
partners and external organisations, with an
aim of increasing the amount of co-funding
attracted in out years. Pending the current review
outcome, we will seek to employ a Philanthropy
Director and establish fundraising functions.

$7.3M is ringfenced.
Forecasting job number targets for the 2020 Budget allocation, using the Jobs for Nature Full Time Equivalent (FTE) jobs calculator.
7.
A range of co-funding targets have been set in project funding agreements consistent with earlier SPE and LOE expectations of a 1:1 target.
All funding agreements contracted during FY22–23 will have a 2:1 co-funding target. Co-funding expectations are subject to the current
review.
5.
6.
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HOW WE CALCULATE
CO-FUNDING

HOW WE CALCULATE
JOBS FOR NATURE FTES

Co-funding is calculated over the forecast life
of each large landscape project. Each project’s
forecast budget is fully costed and includes
financial and in-kind contributions. Volunteer
and pro bono contributions are costed at
market value, subject to a reasonableness
test.8 A co-funding ratio is arrived at by
applying the following two-step calculation:

We calculate all Jobs for Nature FTEs based
on the calculation provided by the Department
of Conservation where one FTE equals 30
hours per week over 52 weeks of a year.

1. Project budget less Public Service entity
funding less Predator Free 2050 Limited
funding = eligible third-party funding

The calculation methodology does not
calculate numbers of new roles, instead it
calculates numbers of hours accumulated.
This means that one person, working for 30
hours a week for four years is four FTEs.

2. Co-funding ratio = eligible third-party funding
/ Predator Free 2050 Limited funding
For the purposes of calculating the co-funding
ratio, funding (in cash and in-kind) from any
government Public Service entity9 (such as
the Department of Conservation) is excluded.
The ratio is therefore calculated by subtracting
any public service entity contribution from
the overall budget and using this figure to
determine the overall contribution we make.
Co-funding requirements are not applied to
administration costs, science, products to
projects and capability development costs. There
is a lack of appropriate strategic co-funding
in the New Zealand research, science and
technology system, and a requirement to attract
co-funding would prevent us from carrying out
our ‘driving breakthrough science’ primary remit.

8.
9.

Per written advice from the Department of Conservation, 2018.
Public Service entities are defined on the Public Service Commission website.

Predator Free 2050 Limited are working with Eastern Bay iwi Ngāti Awa on an iwi-led landscape project

TE TIRITI O WAITANGI
He waka eke noa
A canoe which we are all in with no
exception
We are committed to the Government’s
expectations in giving effect to the
principles of Te Tiriti o Waitangi.
The three principles of Te Tiriti o Waitangi
— Partnership, Participation and Protection
— apply to our work, and we strive to uphold
strong and collaborative relationships with iwi.
We have a specific focus on building capability
in Te Ao Māori across our organisation, ensuring
that it builds our understanding of mātauranga
Māori, and this is incorporated into our work.

HOW WE GIVE EFFECT TO TE TIRITI
We support iwi/hapū or whānau-led landscape
projects, of which there are already three, to
demonstrate proven conservation leadership
using Te Ao Māori, tikanga and kawa.

Through whanaungatanga and mātauranga
the relationship between the Company and
iwi/ hapū or whānau will continue to grow.
We also support landscape projects to
build capability within the Māori workforce,
supporting mātauranga learnings.
Through our Research Strategy we are
encouraging and supporting Māori to build
capability in STEM research disciplines, and
projects to include mātauranga Māori aims.
We additionally have a Products to Projects
investment contextualizing pest eradication
practice using traditional indigenous knowledge.
We had planned a wānanga with our
landscape projects in partnership with Ngāti
Awa, focused on supporting our projects to
engage and work with tangata whenua. Due
to COVID-19 restrictions, this was postponed
and will now take place in 2022/23.
We are an Equal Employment Opportunities
employer and prioritise the employment
of Māori in our recruitment processes.

We will shortly commence recruitment for
a te ao Māori Advisor to support us on our
journey to strengthening our commitment
Where this is not the case, it is a requirement
to te Tiriti. This role will also support us
of our landscape project investment that mana
whenua have a co-governance role or are actively in our engagement with projects.
involved with or supportive of the project.
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Members of the Aotea / Great Barrier Island project team. Photo by Melissa Brignall-Theyer.

HOW WE COLLABORATE
As a small organisation tasked with playing a significant role in delivering the
Predator 2050 goal, successfully partnering, collaborating, and facilitating
collaborations across research and landscape projects is critical to our success.
We work closely with a large number of partner organisations, including the
Department of Conservation and the Predator Free New Zealand Trust.
We have strong relationships through our focus on breakthrough science.
For example, the ground-breaking completion of full genome sequencing
for our target predator species was a result of our collaboration across the
Biological Heritage National Science Challenge, Genomics Aotearoa, CSIRO,
University of Otago, University of Auckland and Manaaki Whenua.
We have prioritised a partnership approach with the landscape
projects to support their learning and success. COVID-19 has
presented some challenges in engaging face-to-face with our
stakeholders, but we are now resuming face-to-face engagement.

HOW WE ENGAGE WITH THE

HOW WE ENGAGE WITH THE

DEPARTMENT OF CONSERVATION

BIOLOGICAL HERITAGE NATIONAL

We work closely with the Department of
Conservation in their role as lead agency on
the Biodiversity Strategy, Predator Free 2050
strategy lead, land manager and product
development and operational research funder, to
ensure that our activities are complementary, and
we are making progress towards achieving the
Predator Free strategy by 2050. We engage on
a regular and ongoing basis with Department of
Conservation staff at multiple levels and across
functions.
Formal accountability is provided through
the Department of Conservation as our
monitoring agency, where they act on behalf
of the responsible Minister to protect the
Government’s ownership interests. This includes
engagement on preparation of an annual SPE,
regular reporting (monthly or quarterly) related to
specific funding allocations, quarterly reporting
to the Minister, annual reporting, and other
engagement as needed.

SCIENCE CHALLENGE
We work with the Biological Heritage National
Science Challenge within the remit of our
constitution, which is largely focused on
engaging and collaborating with organisations
that offer breakthrough science research.
The first Predator Free 2050 Limited
Research Strategy for breakthrough science
(2017–2020) was designed in collaboration
with the Biological Heritage National Science
Challenge. A second strategy (2020-2024) was
published in 2021, building on the successful
underpinning outcomes of the first strategy.
The current tranche of Biological Heritage
National Science Challenge science investments
relevant to us are operational research
activities, for which we identify and facilitate
opportunities to work in partnership with our
landscape projects and product developers.

We are actively engaged in two Predator Free
Strategy collaborative working groups, including
co-leadership of the “moving from sustained
predator control to eradication” working group.
As part of its monitoring function, the
Department of Conservation commissioned a
review of the Company to understand whether
the Company and its structure are meeting the
purpose anticipated and agreed by Cabinet in
2016. The review has now been completed and
the report is with the Minister for consideration.
We will continue to work to develop this
relationship over the coming year, to ensure we
can deliver a strengthened response to New
Zealand’s predator eradication needs.
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PEOPLE AND VALUES
Our people drive our success. As an organisation,
we pride ourselves on ensuring we provide
a safe and supportive work environment.
Considering our small size, we are a diverse
organisation that seeks to attract and welcome
people from all walks of life and take pride in our
inclusive and flexible operating environment.
We focus on delivering a healthy and
safe working environment in line with the
requirements of the Health and Safety at Work
Act 2015 and align ourselves with sector
partners that uphold the requirements of this Act.
To support delivery of our FY23 measures,
our People Plan objectives for FY23 are:
• Increased investment in professional
development for all staff.
• Capability and capacity development in te ao
Māori, supported by the appointment of a te
ao Māori Advisor.
• Increased capability and capacity to support
our strategic financial management, biogeographic information management and
project management.
• Review and update all people-related policies
and process to ensure they are fit for purpose.

with real-life experiences and learnings through
our development as an organisation, and we
will continue to adapt as new information
is gained from current investments.
Our work is guided by the ‘Towards a
Predator Free New Zealand’ Strategy
(the national strategy), developed in early
2020, to the extent allowed by the remit
of the Company. We are actively working
towards many of the 2025 interim goals.
It is also linked to Te Mana o te Taiao,
the Aotearoa New Zealand Biodiversity
Strategy 2020 (the biodiversity strategy).
This strategy weaves together ideas for
restoring the biological species in our
natural world and ensuring their survival.
More recently, the requirements of Jobs for
Nature funding and in particular, job creation,
has also influenced our strategy and approach.
Our breakthrough science investments are
guided by our Research Strategy 2020-2024.
These sources have guided us in identifying
our work programme and understanding how
we will deliver on the outcomes outlined in
our Annual Report, and in our SOI covering
the four-year period from 1 July 2022.

OUR STRATEGY

Like most organisations across New Zealand,
the COVID-19 pandemic had a significant
impact on Predator Free 2050 Limited’s
operations, and those of our partners. These
have included impacts on the availability
of people to deliver predator eradication
activities and supply chain issues. Predator
Free 2050 Limited will continue to work to
align its ongoing operations to our strategy.

Our strategy was heavily informed by the
business case and Cabinet paper that founded
the Predator Free 2050 goal in 2016. Over
time, we have adapted our approach in line

As part of our accountability and monitoring
going forward, there will be an enhanced
focus on how our work contributes to
interim goals of the national strategy.

We continue our commitment to Equal
Employment Opportunities and will continue
our efforts to be a good employer as measured
by the Human Rights Commission’s seven
elements of being a good employer.10

WHAT WE WANT TO ACHIEVE

10.

https://www.hrc.co.nz/resources/business/reporting-crown-entities-good-employers/

OUR OUTCOMES FRAMEWORK
This SPE is derived from our SOI (with a
copy of the SOI Outcomes Framework
shown on pages 16-17) which covers the
four-year period from 1 July 2022.
Since our first SOI was prepared, several new
interim goals for 2025 were developed as part
of the Predator Free 2050 strategy. These are
included in our SOI outcome framework.
Our outcomes and activities directly
align to those activities as shown in our
Annual Report, and we will continue to
report on these on a yearly basis.
In relation to adopting PBE FRS 48, we have set
out below the contextual information that will
form the basis of our reporting, and pages 1823 set out the specific performance measures.
Why Do We Exist: to contribute towards
the government’s goal of the eradication
of possums, stoats and rats by 2050.
What We Aim To Do: to contribute
to national 2025 targets:
• One million more hectares of mainland New
Zealand where predators are suppressed.
• Demonstrate predator eradication on at least
20,000 hectares of mainland New Zealand without
the use of fences.
• Whānau, hapū and iwi will have identified sites of
importance for predator eradication and at least
five eradication projects led by whānau, hapū and
iwi will be underway across the country.
• Develop a breakthrough science solution to
eradicate at least one small mammal predator from
the New Zealand mainland.

HOW WE WILL MEASURE
PERFORMANCE
We are funded to deliver an important
role for New Zealand - using a co-funding
approach to enable predator control and
eradication projects at large landscape scale
and driving the breakthrough science needed
to achieve the goal. As a Public Finance Act
1989 Schedule 4A Company, and a registered
charity, it is important that sound accountability
measures are in place to monitor the progress
of the Company against its objectives.
Our SPE is a key instrument of public
accountability and enables the Crown to
participate in setting annual expectations for
outputs directly funded by appropriations.
As we mature as an organisation and enhance
our relationships with the sector, it is important
that we can understand whether we are
sufficiently progressing towards our stated
outcomes. Our SPE outlines our performance
expectations for the year ending 30 June 2023,
covering both service performance and (in Part
Two) the prospective financial statements.
We have identified a mixture of quantitative
and qualitative measures which are
aligned to our Annual Report and will help
ensure we are able to effectively report
on meaningful progress achieved.

This SPE describes activities and targets
that will help deliver the outcomes
described in our SOI. We will report on
these activities and deliverables in our
2022/23 Annual Report.

• Supported the eradication of possums or mustelids
from at least one New Zealand city.
• Effective tools and knowledge will be available to
achieve predator eradication on farmland.
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PREDATOR FREE 2050 LIMITED – OUTCOMES FRAMEWORK

Opportunities

The predator free movement is
sweeping New Zealand. There
is a growing sense of urgency
to preserve threatened species.
This is coupled with growing
interest of third-party investors,
fast developing science and
the willingness of thousands of
New Zealanders to support the
campaign.

Our role is to deliver landscape scale
projects by facilitating partnerships
between central and local
government, NGOs, communities,
philanthropists and iwi.

Activities

We will also invest in breakthrough
science research with the Biological
Heritage Science Challenge to
provide new tools.

Early outcomes

Through the establishment period
we expect that the Company will
achieve its targets for investment
attraction, that working partnerships
will be established, and that at
a project level (landscape and
science) mana whenua will have
genuine opportunities to exercise
kaitiakitanga.

Medium-term
outcomes

By continuing our work we will grow
our work with partners to achieve
the wider Predator Free 2050
Programme’s 2025 targets.

New landscapes
Fund eradication of predators on large,
often privately owned, landscapes and
defend from reinvasion

Co-invest in high-value landscape-sized projects
•

Fund landscape and product development projects.

•

Support projects to deliver project outcomes with leading edge and novel
solutions, innovation and knowledge sharing, and in partnership with iwi,
community and business.

•

Identify and assess landscape-scale projects.

•

Attract investment from third parties.

•

Ensure governance and resources are in place to support co-investment
partners.

Key Outcomes
Significant
acceleration in the
rate of increase of
land under predator
control

Enhanced
collaboration across
stakeholders, and
co-investment by
non-Government
agencies attracted

One million more
Demonstrate
Whānau, hapū and
hectares of mainland predator eradication iwi will have identified
New Zealand where
of at least 20,000
sites of importance
predators are
hectares of mainland
for predator
suppressed
New Zealand without eradication and at
fences
least five eradication
projects led by
whānau, hapū and
iwi will be underway
across the country.

(From published Statement of Intent 2018-2022)

New partners

New science

Recruit new participants to conservation
including third party funders, landowners and
organisations to engage in predator control

Foster fast-evolving science and technology
research and development for landscapescale predator eradication

Fund breakthrough science
•

Implement the Predator Free 2050 Limited Research Strategy 2020–2024 in collaboration with breakthrough
science-oriented partners.

•

Develop and fund projects through all Research Strategy implementation pathways.

•

Create a shared investment strategy with the Biological Heritage National Science Challenge to support longterm breakthrough science research.

•

Maintain awareness and oversight of international trends and research on breakthrough science related to
predator eradication.

Key Outcomes
Increased opportunities for iwi to
exercise kaitiakitanga over their rohe

Develop a breakthrough science
solution to eradicate at least
one small mammal predator
from the
New Zealand’s mainland

Eradicate mammalian pests
from New Zealand’s island
nature reserves

Significant acceleration in developing
a suite of solutions for landscape-scale
predator eradication

Effective tools and knowledge
will be available to achieve
predator eradication on
farmland.

Eradication of possums, stoats and rats by 2050

PREDATOR FREE 2050 LIMITED STATEMENT OF PERFORMANCE EXPECTATIONS
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PERFORMANCE EXPECTATIONS FOR 2022/23

New landscapes
Outcomes
Significant acceleration in
the rate of increase of land
under predator control.

Fund eradication of predators on large, often privatelyowned landscapes and defend from reinvasion.

Activities
Fund landscape and
product development
projects.

Contribute to national 2025
targets:
•

Demonstrate predator
eradication on at least
20,000 ha of mainland NZ
without use of fences.

•

Effective tools and
knowledge will be available
to achieve predator
eradication on farmland.

•

Support the eradication of
possums or mustelids from
at least one New Zealand
city.

Support landscape-scale predator eradication and
control across 823,000 hectares.11 Other parties
including DOC will contribute additional area to
achieve this target.
Distribute $2.9M of Vote Conservation funding to
7 contracted large landscape projects and retain at
least 2:1 co-funding commitment.

One million more hectares
of mainland NZ where
predators are suppressed.

•

Targets for FY22/23

Distribute $3.2M of Provincial Growth Fund
allocation to 3 contracted large landscape projects
and retain at least 2:1 co-funding commitment.

Distribute at least $15.5M to 14 large landscape
projects (9 new and 5 extension or acceleration)
funded through Budget 2020/Jobs for Nature.

Generate 120 project jobs (using Jobs for Nature
FTE calculation). Target at least 1.5:1 co- funding
commitment as measured over the life of the
projects.

Distribute $4.0M from Budget 2020/Jobs for Nature
allocation to new product development and system
support.
Generate 7 FTE Products to Project jobs (using Jobs
for Nature FTE calculation).
Distribute $824k of Provincial Growth Fund
allocation to contracted ‘Products to Projects’
parties.
Complete monthly and quarterly Jobs for Nature
reporting, quarterly monitoring and reporting cycles
during the financial year with contracted large
landscape projects.
Support projects to
deliver outcomes with
leading edge and novel
solutions, innovation,
and knowledge sharing,
and in partnership with
iwi, community and
business.

Host one Project Coordination Workshop by the end
of Q4 FY23 and facilitate exchange of operational
and research learning between projects.
Successfully implement a new end-to-end project
support model that supports learning, knowledge
transfer and scaled operations.

How we will measure performance

How this target relates to our outcomes

Hectares of land where landscape-scale predator
eradication and control is in place at end of Q4 FY23.

Crucial component of our ongoing approach to increase the area
of land under predator eradication and control and to deliver on
national strategy interim goals.

Appropriation spend on identified activities by end of
Q4 FY23.

Measured commitment to 2:1 co-funding through established
projects, identified via project quarterly reporting milestone tracking.

Provincial Growth Fund spend on identified activities
by end of Q4 FY23.

Crucial component of our ongoing approach to increase the area
of land under predator eradication and control and contributes to
national strategy interim 2025 targets for eradication in cities and
on farmland.

Measured commitment to 2:1 co-funding through
established projects, identified via project quarterly
reporting milestone tracking.
Appropriation spend on identified activities by end of
Q4 FY23.
Number of large landscape projects funded identified
via number of contracts signed
Number of jobs (using Jobs for Nature FTE
calculation) identified via monthly reporting.

Crucial component of our ongoing approach to increase the area
of land under predator eradication and control and contributes to
national strategy interim 2025 targets for eradication in cities and
on farmland.
Ensuring that there is a joint commitment from New Zealanders
towards supporting predator eradication and control efforts.

Measured commitment to 1.5:1 co-funding through
Jobs for Nature large landscape projects identified via
project quarterly reporting milestone tracking
Appropriation spend on identified activities by end of
Q4 FY23.

Supporting the delivery of effective tools and knowledge to achieve
predator eradication on farmland. Contributes to national strategy
2025 targets.

Number of jobs (using Jobs for Nature FTE
calculation) identified via monthly reporting.

Ensuring that there is a joint commitment from New Zealanders
towards supporting predator eradication and control efforts.

Provincial Growth fund spend on identified activities
by end of Q4 FY22.

Supporting the delivery of effective tools and knowledge to achieve
predator eradication on farmland.

Successful completion of monitoring and reporting
cycle and sign-off from Board of associated
documentation.

Measuring the success of Predator Free 2050 Limited initiatives via
formal reporting and monitoring mechanisms.

Successful delivery of Project Coordination workshop,
and feedback from participants.

Supporting the delivery of effective tools and knowledge to achieve
predator eradication on farmland.

Successful delivery of Project Support Model, and
feedback from participants.

Supporting the delivery of effective tools and knowledge to achieve
predator eradication on farmland.

This target is based on current expectations described in
landscape project funding agreements.

11.
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PERFORMANCE EXPECTATIONS FOR 2022/23

New science
Outcomes
Significant acceleration
in developing a suite of
solutions for landscapescale predator eradication.
Contribute to national
2025 targets:
•

Develop a breakthrough
science solution to
eradicate at least one small
mammal predator from the
New Zealand mainland.

•

Demonstrate predator
eradication on at least
20,000 hectares of
mainland New Zealand
without the use of fences.

Fast-evolving science and technology research and
development for landscape-scale predator eradication.
Activities

Targets for FY22/23

Implement Predator
Free 2050 Limited
Research Strategy
2020–2024 in
collaboration with
breakthrough scienceoriented partners.

Commence new research partnerships with at least
four agencies that deliver to the Research Strategy.

Develop and fund
Research Strategy
projects.

Distribute $633K of Vote Conservation funding to
research defined in the 2020-24 Predator Free 2050
Limited Research Strategy.
Distribute $549K from Budget 2020/Jobs for Nature
allocation to research defined in 2020–24 Predator
Free 2050 Limited Research Strategy.
Generate 12 project jobs (using Jobs for Nature FTE
calculation).
Complete quarterly milestone reviews during the
financial year with all contracted parties supporting
science outcomes.

Create a shared
investment strategy
with the Biological
Heritage National
Science Challenge to
support long-term
breakthrough science
research.

Workshop a shared investment strategy with the
Biological Heritage National Science Challenge to
support long-term breakthrough science research.

Maintaining awareness
and oversight of
international trends
and research on
breakthrough science
related to predator
eradication.

Attend at least two international breakthrough
science focused meetings or conferences.

How we will measure performance

How this target relates to our outcomes

Number of research partnerships funded identified
via number of contracts signed.

All targets relate to the investment in identified break-through
technologies and science that will help accelerate the development
of a suite of solutions for landscape-scale predator eradication, with
an aim of eradicating at least one small mammal predator from the
New Zealand mainland by 2025.

Appropriation spend on identified activities by end of
Q4 FY23.

Appropriation spend on identified activities by end of
Q4 FY23.
Number of jobs (using Jobs for Nature FTE
calculation) identified via monthly reporting.
Measuring the successful completion of project
milestones.
Workshop held and future directions identified by
end of Q4 FY23.

Measured through Board reported attendances.
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PERFORMANCE EXPECTATIONS FOR 2022/23

New partners
Outcomes
Enhanced collaboration
across stakeholders, and
co-investment by nongovernment agencies
attracted.

Recruit new participants to conservation including third party
funders, landowners, and organisations to engage in predator control.
Activities
Identify and assess
landscape-scale
projects.

Maintain collaborative agreements with at least three
whānau, hapū or iwi.

Contribute to national 2025
Attract investment
targets:
from third parties.
Whānau, hapū and iwi will
have identified sites of
importance for predator
eradication and at least five
eradication projects led by
whānau, hapū and iwi will
be underway across the
country.

With partners, incubate and maintain a list of 20
pipeline projects capable of being investment-ready
over the next 10 years.
Advise project consortia on developing high quality,
technically feasible projects.

Increase opportunities for
iwi to exercise kaitiakitanga
over their rohe.

•

Targets for FY22/23

Ensure governance
and resources are in
place to support coinvestment partners.

Recruit and appoint philanthropy director, establish
fundraising function and attract at least $20,000
before Q4 FY23.12
Conduct a stakeholder satisfaction survey with an
aim of achieving at least 75% of stakeholders being
satisfied with the work of, and communications from,
Predator Free 2050 Limited.
Monitor health and safety in quarterly reports from
all funded projects and ensure all projects have a
zero-harm target and plan.
Develop and implement an agreed monitoring and
evaluation framework that has undergone external
quality assessment by Q2 22/23.
Publish six newsletters and six news releases to
inform stakeholders of opportunities and progress.

How we will measure performance

How this target relates to our outcomes

Formal ongoing stock take of available projects ready
for investment.

Ensuring a future pipeline of collaborative projects that are suitable
for investment.

Measured through individual signed agreements.

Working towards our objective to support iwi to exercise
kaitiakitanga over their rohe, and that they are supported to identify
and progress sites of importance for eradication projects, and
national strategy 2025 targets.

Measured through the appointment of a philanthropy
director, and financial reporting from the Company or
funded projects.

The appointment of a philanthropy director will be a key component
in delivering our outcomes, with a significant focus on fundraising
and collaborating with stakeholders, including through specific
functions.

Measured through stakeholder satisfaction survey.

Measuring the success of the relationship between parties, helping
to strengthen the overarching collaborative response.

Measured through quarterly reporting process.

Ensuring the health and safety of staff and contractors while
delivering towards overall goals of enhanced collaboration

Measured through the successful introduction of
this framework, as verified by an external third-party
provider.

A strong monitoring and evaluation framework will ensure that our
partners continue to have confidence in us and will continue to want
to work in collaboration alongside Predator Free 2050 Limited.

Measured by the number of newsletters and news
releases published by the Company.

Landowners, communities, iwi, whānau, hapū and philanthropic
and corporate investors are inspired to take and/or co-invest in
eradication projects

12.

This projection anticipates that recruitment to fill this role will be completed by December 2022
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PART TWO: FORECAST
FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

The forecast financial statements following include
a forecast Statement of Comprehensive Revenue
and Expenses, Statement of Financial Position,
Statement of Changes in Equity and Statement of
Cash Flows for the 2022/2023 financial year.
These financial statements have been developed
for the purpose of fulfilling Predator Free 2050
Limited’s obligation, under the Crown Entities
Act 2004, to prepare a Statement of Performance
Expectations for Ministers and to publish it
online, and have it independently reviewed.
The forecast financial statements are based
on estimates and assumptions. Actual
financial results achieved for the forecast
period are likely to vary from information
presented and variations may be material.
The statements have been prepared
on a going-concern basis.

Predator Free 2050 Limited
Financial Statements for the year ended 30 June 2023

Forecast Statement of Comprehensive

Revenue and Expense
for the year ended 30 June 2023

in New Zealand Dollars

Budget
2023
$

Budget
2022

Forecast
2022
$

Revenue
Distributions Received
Other Received
Third Party Investment
Interest Received
Total revenue

34,089,000
20,000
15,000
34,124,000

37,178,430

25,494,646
86,978

15,000
37,193,430

6,511
25,588,134

Expenses
Employee benefits expenses
Operating expenses
Project investment costs
Depreciation
Total expenditure

2,397,797
877,463
30,759,758
60,625
34,095,643

1,755,779
953,058
34,401,928
60,625
37,171,390

1,310,933
768,090
25,598,887
23,374
27,701,283

28,357

22,040

-

-

28,357

22,040

Surplus for the year
Other comprehensive revenue and expense
Total comprehensive revenue and expense for the year

(2,113,149)
(2,113,149)

This statement is to be read in conjunction with the notes to the financial statements.
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Predator Free 2050 Limited
Financial Statements for the year ended 30 June 2023

Forecast Statement of Financial Position
as at 30 June 2023

in New Zealand Dollars

Budget
2023
$

Budget
2022

Forecast
2022
$

Assets
Bank
Trade and other receivables
Other current assets
Total current assets

2,049,241
25,000
2,074,241

2,929,459
497,361
15,001
3,441,821

2,689,388
28,671
25,890
2,743,949

Fixed Assets
Total non-current assets
Total assets

279,613
279,613
2,353,854

254,478
254,478
3,696,299

30,239
30,239
2,774,188

Liabilities
Trade payables
Accrued expenses
Total current liabilities

511,634
524,925
1,036,559

165,354
339,000
504,354

631,570
853,680
1,485,250

Total liabilties
Net assets

1,036,559
1,317,295

504,354
3,191,945

1,485,250
1,288,938

Equity
Retained earnings
Total equity

1,317,295
1,317,295

3,191,945
3,191,945

1,288,938
1,288,938

For and on behalf of the Board:

David MacLeod
Chairperson

Estelle Leask
Director

Dated: 30 June 2022

Dated: 30 June 2022

This statement is to be read in conjunction with the notes to the financial statements.

Predator Free 2050 Limited
Financial Statements for the year ended 30 June 2023

Forecast Statement of Changes in Equity
for the year ended 30 June 2023

in New Zealand Dollars

Retained
earnings

Total

Balance at 1 July 2022

$
1,288,937

$
1,288,937

Surplus for the year
Other comprehensive revenue and expense
Balance at 30 June 2023

28,357
1,317,295

28,357
1,317,295

Total

Opening Balance

Retained
earnings
$
3,402,086

$
3,402,086

(2,113,149)
1,288,937

(2,113,149)
1,288,937

Surplus for the year
Other comprehensive revenue and expense
Balance at 30 June 2022

This statement is to be read in conjunction with the notes to the financial statements.
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Predator Free 2050 Limited
Financial Statements for the year ended 30 June 2023

Forecast Statement of Cash Flows
for the year ended 30 June 2023

in New Zealand Dollars

Budget
2023

Budget
2022

$
Cash flows from operating activities
Cash received from distribution income
Cash received from third party investment income
Cash paid for investment in projects
Cash paid to suppliers
Cash paid to employees
Cash paid for governance costs

Forecast
2022
$

34,089,000
20,000
(30,759,758)
(750,163)
(2,397,797)
(127,300)

37,178,430
(34,401,928)
(776,058)
(1,755,779)
(166,300)

25,494,646
(25,598,887)
(658,644)
(1,310,933)
(109,446)

Net GST
Net cash from operating activities

(419,130)
(345,148)

289,025
367,390

(37,790)
(2,221,055)

Cash flows from investing activities
Acquisition of property, plant and equipment
Net cash from investing activities

(310,000)
(310,000)

(280,000)
(280,000)

(13,475)
(13,475)

15,000
15,000

15,000
15,000

6,511
6,511

(640,148)

102,390

(2,228,019)

Opening cash and cash equivalents

2,689,388

2,827,069

4,917,407

Closing cash

2,049,240

2,929,459

2,689,388

Made up of:
Bank balances
Total cash

2,049,241
2,049,241

2,929,459
2,929,459

2,689,388
2,689,388

Cash flows from financing activities
Interest received
Net cash from financing activities

This statement is to be read in conjunction with the notes to the financial statements.

Notes to the forecast
financial statements
Reporting Entity
Predator Free 2050 Limited (the ‘Company’)
is a company incorporated in New Zealand,
registered under the Companies Act
1993, and is domiciled in New Zealand.
The purpose of the Company and its
principal activity is to make a significant
contribution to the New Zealand
government’s goal of eradicating
possums, rats and stoats by 2050.

Basis of Preparation
The financial statements have been
prepared on a historical cost basis and
the accounting policies have been applied
consistently throughout the period.
The forecast financial statements are
presented in New Zealand Dollars ($),
which is the Company’s functional
currency. All financial information
presented in New Zealand Dollars has
been rounded to the nearest dollar,
except when otherwise indicated.
The Company is exempt from income tax
under section CW 42(1) (a) of the Income
Tax Act 2007 as a registered charity.

(i) Statement of Compliance
The forecast financial statements have been
prepared in accordance with New Zealand
Generally Accepted Accounting Practice
(NZ GAAP). They comply with the Public
Benefit Entity International Public Sector
Accounting Standards (PBE IPSAS) and other
applicable Financial Reporting Standards.
The forecast financial statements have
been prepared in accordance with PBE
Standards Reduced Disclosure Regime (PBE
RDR) and disclosure concessions have been
applied. The criteria under which an entity
is eligible to report in accordance with PBE
Standards Reduced Disclosure Regime is
due to the Company not being publicly
accountable or large, as defined by the
External Reporting Board (XRB) Standard
A1: Application of Accounting Standards.
The forecast financial statements of the
Company have been prepared in accordance
with the relevant requirements of the
Public Finance Act 1989 and the Crown
Entities Act 2004, which includes the
requirement to comply with NZ GAAP.
There have been no changes in the
accounting policies of the Group in
the year ended 30 June 2022. All
accounting policies and disclosures are
consistent with those applied by the
Group in the previous financial year.
The External Reporting Board has also
issued amendments to the following
standards to incorporate requirements and
guidance for the not-for-profit sector. These
amendments apply to PBEs with reporting
periods beginning on or after 1 July 2022.
The Company has set out on pages 15-17,
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the measures it plans to adopt in relation
to the PBE FRS 48 Service Performance
Reporting standard. As the Company has
allocations from Crown funds that have
non-core mission contractual criteria,
these measures have also been adopted
as part of the Statement of Performance
Expectation measures on pages 18-23.
Standard

Title

Application
date

PBE FRS 48 Service
1 July 2022
Performance
Reporting

(ii) Going Concern
The forecast financial statements have been
prepared on a going concern and a historical
cost basis. The Directors believe the use of
the going concern assumption is appropriate,
as the Department of Conservation has
agreed to provide a current baseline funding
of $5.914M per annum to the Company.
The timing of drawdowns from the Crown
are primarily governed by cash flow
needs, which may result in a reported
deficit at any one point in time.

Notes and assumptions
In preparing these financial statements
we have made estimates and assumptions
concerning the future. These estimates
and assumptions may differ from the
subsequent actual results. Estimates and
assumptions are continually evaluated and
are based on historical experience and
other factors, including expectations of
future events that are believed reasonable
under the circumstances. The critical
assumptions used in the estimates include:
• Increase resource to respond to
governance requirements
• Fully implement the landscape project
support model including IT support and
infrastructure
• Implement the philanthropy function and
develop fundraising capability
• Increase influence through social media,
communications and stakeholder
engagement
• Twelve new landscape projects contracted
by 30 June 2023 through the Jobs for
Nature funding arrangement and funding
will be made available to the Company to
meet its contractual obligations

Key variances between Forecast 2021
and Budget 2022
Distributions Received – up 34%
($8.6M), drawdowns are based on project
delivery timetables and assumes current
feasibility studies move to the funded
projects. An assumption has been made
to establish an additional large landscape
project to meet current JFN targets. This
funding allocation will be reviewed in
conjunction with the Budget 2020 reset
and corresponding Letter of Expectations.

Capital intentions FY 2022/2023
The Company’s capital assets consist
primarily of ICT to support business
capabilities, and software. Funding for
capital is a combination of depreciation
funding plus capital injections as required.
FY 2023 includes $310k of which $250K
relates to IT infrastructure in relation
to the landscape support model. The
remaining $60K relates to equipment for
new staff including office equipment.

Employee benefits expenses – up 83%
($1.1M), largely due to new roles to
respond to increase in project management,
governance and reporting requirements.
Operating expenses – up 14% ($110k),
largely due to associated expenses
in relation to increased resources
for social media, communications
and stakeholder engagement.
Project investment – up 20% ($5.2M),
project costs assumes current feasibility
studies move to funded the projects. An
assumption has been made to establish an
additional large landscape project to meet
current JFN targets. This funding allocation
will be reviewed in conjunction with the
Budget 2020 reset and corresponding LOE.
Depreciation – up 159% ($37K),
due to the implementation of IT
infrastructure to support the landscape
project support model. Estimated IT
implementation is July/August 2022.
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Predator Free 2050 Limited is
a Toitū carbonreduce certified
organisation. We are committed
to reducing our environmental
impact and will be striving
toward becoming a carbonzero
workplace in the future.

Cover and back cover: Staff from Predator Free 2050 Limited and Predator Free Dunedin, at a Celium hub on the
Otago Peninsula. Photo by Josh Jenkins, Reframed Media.

